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We have developed a three dimensional interferometric beamforming technique for imaging lightning
flashes using very-high frequency (VHF) radio data recorded from several hundred antennas with baselines
up to 100 km as offered by the Low Frequency Array. The long baselines allow us to distinguish fine
structures on the scale of meters, while the large number of antennas allow us to observe processes that
radiate at the same intensity as the background when using a time resolution that is close to the impulse-
response time of the system, 100 ns. The new beamforming imaging technique is complementary to our
existing impulsive imaging technique. We apply this new tool to the imaging of four stepped negative
leaders in two flashes. For one flash, we observe the dynamics of corona bursts that are emitted in the
stepping process. Additionally, we show that the intensity emitted in VHF during the stepping process
follows a power law over 4 orders of magnitude in intensity for four leaders in two different lightning
storms.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.063022

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the fact that it is unpredictable, violent, and often
hidden in clouds, the common phenomenon of lightning
still harbors many secrets, such as the conditions for
initiation and the processes that allow the formation of
conducting ionized channels called leaders. During any part
of its development, a lightning flash emits copious amounts
of electromagnetic radiation over a very broad frequency
spectrum, ranging from static electric fields to gamma-ray
emission. For this work, we use the emission in the very-
high frequency (VHF) band to image the three dimensional

(3D) lightning development in time. The major advantage
of VHF-imaging over, for example, optical imaging is that
the VHF is not obscured by the presence of clouds,
allowing for large distance observations.
The imaging of lightning in three dimensions using

VHF-interferometric-based methods has a history dating
back to the early work of [1], where 3D is reached by
combining angular measurements from two different sta-
tions. This work was followed up by others, such as [2–4],
and culminated recently in the work of [5] reaching a
resolution of 200 m using six antennas.
We have developed similar techniques for imaging

lightning with Low Frequency Array (LOFAR) [6], which
has resulted in much improved resolution. In this previous
work we had used the signals of several hundred antennas
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for 3D imaging [7]. In this impulsive-imaging approach the
time of the peak in the cross correlation between a pulse on
the reference station and pulses in other stations is used in a
chi-square fitting procedure to find the most likely location
for the source. This impulsive imager was optimized a step
further in [8] and can find over 200 source locations per
millisecond, where meter-scale accuracy is reached.
Despite the history in the lightning field of naming these

previous techniques “interferometry,” few of them [9,10]
use actually true interferometry, in the sense of coherently
summing the electric fields measured by many antennas. In
this work we show the results of using a true interferometric
beamforming technique for imaging lightning in 3D using
hundreds of LOFAR antennas with maximal baselines of
100 km, using the analytic (complex-valued) signal. In
beamforming the signals from hundreds of antennas are
coherently added, and the imaged volume is rastered into
voxels, volumetric pixels. Where most interferometric
approaches integrate over considerable time periods, we
divide the beamformed time trace for each voxel in narrow
slices. A slice may be as small as 100 ns, about twice the
impulse-response time of the LOFAR antennas. For each
time slice and each voxel, the coherent intensity is
calculated, thus forming a 4D (three space and one time
dimension) intensity image. For each time slice, the
position of maximal coherent intensity is taken as the
position of the source. In spite of the high time resolution
we still resolve sources that emit with intensity well below
the noise limit, where the noise level of a single antenna is
dominated by the galactic background [11] (after removing
narrow-band radio-frequency interference). Since we can
reach a time resolution of the order of the impulse-response
time of our system, we name this procedure time resolved
interferometric 3-dimensional (TRI-D) imaging. In Sec. II
the TRI-D imaging technique is discussed in detail, and a
first application to negative leaders is given in Sec. III.
Lightning, being an electric discharge phenomenon, has

positively and negatively charged propagating structures,
called leaders. While the positive leaders propagate in a
rather continuous way, the negative leaders, in contrast,
propagate discontinuously through a stepping process. In
this stepping process copious amounts of VHF are emitted,
making them ideal test cases for our imaging method. As a
first application, we thus have used TRI-D imaging to
investigate negative stepped leaders in Sec. III. The main
drawback of interferometric 3D imaging is that it is
compute intensive, thus without large dedicated compute
resources only a relatively small region of space can be
imaged. In Sec. III A we explain our two-step approach,
where the entire lightning flash is imaged with the
impulsive imager [8], and from this image the interesting
parts are selected that are subsequently imaged using
the TRI-D imager. We show in Sec. III B that the TRI-D
imager allows to resolve the dynamics of a corona burst
[12–15] for some negative leaders. As a second application,
we show in Sec. III C that the intensity spectrum of

VHF-pulses emitted from negative leaders follows an
almost perfect inverse-square power law over 4 orders of
magnitude (with a scaling exponent of −1.8). We end with
a short discussion in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

The LOFAR infrastructure consists of several thousand
antennas distributed in stations over much of Europe, with a
dense core in the Netherlands. For the present analysis,
we use the antennas installed in the Netherlands. The
LOFAR antennas are arranged in stations each containing
96 low band antennas, inverted v-shaped dipoles operating
in the 30–80 MHz band, and a similar number of high band
antennas (100–200 MHz, not used here). For instrumental
reasons, the data of 12 dipoles each from all 37 Dutch
stations is used. The stations have a roughly logarithmic
spacing, and the geographic distribution is shown in
Fig. 1. The maximal baseline is 100 km. At the core of
LOFAR, called the Superterp, the antenna stations are more
closely packed. Upon a trigger, the random access memory
(RAM) buffers containing raw data from every antenna are
frozen and read out over glass fiber to a central storage.
This allows for off-line processing of the time traces
(sampled at 200 MHz) of all antennas. The atomic clocks
in the stations allow for a timing stability of a fraction of a
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FIG. 1. Layout of the Dutch LOFAR stations. The core of
LOFAR is indicated by the red ⨁ sign, while the yellow stars
show the general location of flashes A and B that are discussed
in this work. The black frame indicates the general area
(140 × 140 km2) where flashes can be mapped accurately and
is centered at the LOFAR core. Stations marked in red are not
included in TRI-D imaging (see text).
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nanosecond over the recording time span of maximally five
seconds.
The basic implementation of beamforming imaging

is relatively straightforward. The part of the atmosphere
where the lightning is to be imaged is rastered into voxels,
see Sec. II A. For each voxel the time traces of all antennas
are summed, while accounting for the difference in travel
time to each antenna. This yields for each voxel a time
trace, which is the coherent sum of all antennas, as
discussed in Sec. II A. Adding the traces for the different
voxels is always performed for a fixed time span in one
particular “reference” antenna, usually an antenna from the
core of LOFAR. Thus, we can find the source location of a
particular structure seen in the trace of the reference
antenna. The choice of reference antenna is not important
as long as it is in the dense core.
The time trace of each voxel is cut in slices of a fixed

duration. The slicing is done such that they are synchronous
when correcting for the signal travel time from the
reference antenna to the voxel. For all slices, the coherent
intensity is determined resulting in a voxelated intensity
profile for each time slice, similar to what is shown in
Fig. 2. For each time slice, the maximum of this voxelated
intensity profile is determined and used as the source
location, as discussed in more detail in Sec. II D. Plotting
the position of all sources will result in the beam-formed (or
interferometric) image of a segment of the flash in space
and time, where the length of the time slices determines our
final time resolution since any detail within a slice is
summed over. In the following, the different steps involved
in this procedure are discussed in more detail.

A. Space and time grids and summing time traces

The part of the atmosphere that is of interest is rastered
into voxels. We have found that this is most conveniently
done in spherical coordinates with the center at the

reference antenna in the dense LOFAR core. In this way
we can more easily account for the fact that our resolution
in the two transverse directions is much better than in the
radial direction. The optimal grid spacing is dependent on
the areal density of the antenna locations. For the example
discussed in this work, we include antennas within a 50 km
distance from the core, where the antennas are distributed
on an irregular logarithmic grid, with a dense core that is
designed to be optimal for astrophysical applications, see
[6] and Fig. 1. The voxel grid is chosen such that the
maximal time shift for any antenna for two bordering
voxels is about 1 ns; our time calibration accuracy.
This implies, for the examples discussed in Sec. III, a
grid spacing of 0.003° in the azimuth angle (ϕ̂), 0.01° in
elevation angle (θ̂e, upwards from the horizon), and 10 m in
the radial direction (R̂). For a source at 50 km distance, this
implies a grid spacing of about 1 m transverse to the line of
sight (from the reference antenna) and 10 m along the line
of sight. A typical grid used in Sec. III spans over ð60 ×
30 × 20Þ voxels in ðϕ̂; θ̂e; R̂Þ and will be referred to as the
image cube.
A section of the time trace in the reference antenna is

selected with typically a length of 0.3 ms. For each voxel,
the time traces of all antennas are added after time shifting
them to account for the travel time differences of a signal
from the voxel. This yields the coherent (or beam formed)
time trace for that voxel. All coherent voxel time traces are
evaluated at identical times for the reference antenna.
The actual time shift of the time traces is done in Fourier

space by applying a frequency-dependent phase shift to the
trace for each antenna. After summation, the traces are
transformed back to the time domain. The actual antenna
time traces are taken longer than the required 0.3 ms to be
able to account for the maximal relative time shift over
the full voxelated volume. We thus obtain for each voxel
a coherent time trace, with all antennas contributing, of
0.3 ms length with additional trailing ends where there will
be partial coherence. These trailing ends are excluded from
the analysis.
The intensity may be integrated over the full time trace of

0.3 ms, which washes out all time dependence over the
integration range. However, a much better time resolution is
generally required in order to image the dynamics of the
flash. To obtain this, we cut the time trace from each voxel
into narrow slices, and we integrate the power over each
slice for every voxel to obtain the voxelated intensity
profile for each slice, giving an image like Fig. 2. The
optimal slice length depends on the research question of
interest, taking it short resolves finer time structures but
makes the imaging more noisy, taking it long improves the
signal-to-noise ratio, and thus the sensitivity, but increases
the chance that multiple sources appear simultaneously and
are mixed up. The smallest time step, where subsequent
time-frames are considered to be independent, is the width
of the impulse-response function. The impulse-response

FIG. 2. A typical interferometer image for flash B (for an
integration time of 5 μs). The axes show the grid in voxel number
where (0, 0, 0) is the center voxel in the image cube. Both images
are made for a thin (one voxel thick) section through the center
voxel. To show the general features of the intensity plot, the
hypercube is chosen such that the maximum intensity is at the
center voxel, which generally is not the case. The typical length
scale for dϕ and dθe is about 1 m. The intensity unit (gb) is
explained in Sec. II C.
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time is determined by the frequency dependence of the
LOFAR antennas, amplifiers, and filters. An easy estimate
of this is obtained from the full width at half maximum of
the narrow peaks in the spectrum, about 50 ns. As shown in
Sec. III very stable results are obtained even for a time slice
as short as 100 ns, which is a little longer than the impulse-
response time. Since we have shown that we can reach
down close to the impulse-response time of the system, we
name this TRI-D imaging.

B. Antenna weighting

Since the array of antennas has an extent that is
comparable to the distance to the source region, the
received signal strength varies greatly over the array. If
this is not taken into account in the analysis, then one would
effectively use the antennas that are near the source region
only and thus potentially use only a fraction of the imaging
accuracy of the array as a whole. To improve this aspect
of the performance, we include weighting factors for
the antennas to compensate for the imbalance in signal
strength. In interferometry applications for astronomy (2D,
not 3D imaging) there is a considerable amount of literature
regarding the advantages and disadvantages of different
weighting schemes, see [16,17] for comprehensive reviews.
For this work, we have chosen a weighting scheme that

compensates in lowest order the signal strength variations
in the antennas, due to their distance from the source, where
the weight is capped for antennas far from the source for
which the signal to noise ratio becomes unfavorable. In
addition it takes into account the fact that the largest density
of antennas is at the core.
The amplitude of an emitted signal drops inversely

proportional to distance Ras ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2

as þ h2s
p

, where Das is
the distance from a certain antenna to the source in
the horizontal plane, and hs denotes the altitude of the
source. For this weighting scheme, it is assumed that the
antennas are all in a horizontal plane since that part of
the Netherlands is flat to a good approximation, and in all
other interferometry calculations, the proper 3-dimensional
locations of the antennas are used. Another important factor
to account for is the antenna gain that depends on the
azimuth ϕ and elevation θe angles of the source with
respect to the antenna. The antenna gain vanishes for
sources at the horizon and thus (since it is an analytic
function of the angles) depends on θe as sinðθeÞ. For almost
all cases of interest, the sources are at small elevation angles
for which we can assume sinðθeÞ ≈ hs=Ras, where the
antenna position enters in Ras only.
The antenna gain depends also on ϕ, as well as on the

polarization of the signal. Since an analysis of the polari-
zation of the radiation falls outside the scope of this work,
as it would make the analysis considerably more compli-
cated, we have ignored this dependence. Even though the
antennas are not in a small azimuthal angle range from the

source (full opening angle about 60°, see Fig. 1), we still
achieve high-quality results.
Combining the 1=Ras drop of signal strength with the

proportionality of the antenna gain to sinðθeÞ, we obtain an
antenna weighting factor

Wa ¼
�
R2
as=R2

rs if R2
as=R2

rs < Wmax

Wmax if R2
as=R2

rs ≥ Wmax

; ð1Þ

where the weight is normalized to unity for the reference
antenna at a distance of Rrs to the source. In addition, the
weight is capped to a maximum of Wmax ¼ 1.2 for distant
stations, where the signal-to-noise ratio is getting worse. It
is conceivable that a different choice forWmax, for example
by making it dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio, will
improve the image accuracy. The weighting factor thus
compensates in leading order for the zenith angle depend-
ence of the antenna function, as well as the radial falloff of
the signal strength, but does not account for multipath
propagation near the ground (reflections off the ground [18]
or from objects in the vicinity of the antenna) as this is very
difficult to simulate. Multipath propagation will adversely
affect the resolution.

C. Antenna calibration and intensity

The antenna timings are calibrated for each flash
following the procedure outlined in [7,8]. Per flash,
20–30 bright stand-alone pulses are selected from the
whole flash, where care is taken that their source locations
roughly cover the extent of the flash. For all sources, the
location, as well as the antenna timings, are searched in a
simultaneous fit using the search algorithm discussed
in [8].
Since for interferometry the stability of the phase of the

signal over all antennas is important, we perform an
additional check of this phase for a single distinct pulse
in the spectrum selected for TRI-D imaging. If this phase is
off by more than 90°, then the antenna will not be used.
Usually this eliminates less than 1% of all antennas. This
may also result in eliminating a whole station from the
analysis for a particular flash. The latter could be due to the
fact that we have ignored the azimuthal angle dependence
of the antenna function.
The gain of each antenna is calibrated by normalizing the

noise level to unity. The noise level is determined from the
parts of the recorded trace for which there is no lightning
activity detected within 0.3 ms. Since this noise level is
largely due to nonterrestrial sources, i.e., radiation pro-
duced by the Milky Way, we name this the galactic
background (gb) level.
The coherent, or interferometric, intensity is calculated

as the intensity of the signal from the source as received by
the reference antenna and is expressed in units of gb. It is
tacitly assumed that the azimuth-angle dependence of the
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antenna gains is limited and is effectively averaged out. The
elevation-angle dependence is to a large extent accounted
for by the weighting factors (see Sec. II B) when calculating
the coherent intensity. A very rough estimate of the emitted
pulse power can be obtained by following the arguments
presented in [19], the supplemental material, that follows
the same arguments as presented in [20]. The received
power of galactic background in the 30–80 MHz frequency
window is approximately Pgb ¼ 210−12A W, where A ≈
1 m2 is the effective area of a LOFAR antenna. The power
of a pulse that is recorded at Ps gb in a 100 ns window is
thus Ps × 210−12A × 10−7 × Rrs=h ½J�, where the last
factor accounts for the projected area of the antenna, which
is a crude approximation to the antenna function as
discussed in Sec. II B. The emitted energy of the source,
assuming dipole emission, can now be estimated as Es ¼
PsRrs=h × 210−19 × 4πR2

rs=2 ¼ 4πPsR3
rs=h × 10−19 ½J�. A

typical source in the leader shown in Fig. 3 at
(Rrs ¼ 45 km, h ¼ 5.5 km) thus emits approximately an
energy Es ¼ Ps10

−11 J in a short pulse.
All LOFAR antennas used in this work are inverted

v-shape dipoles, where X (Y) dipoles, corresponding to odd
(even) numbered antennas, are oriented in the NE-SW
(NW-SE) plane. Our analysis is performed separately for
X and Y dipoles since they differ significantly in their
sensitivity to polarized radiation. The antenna function (the
Jones matrix, specifying for each dipole and polarization

the gain depending on angle and frequency) has to be used
[6] to convert the measured intensity to the absolute
intensity of the source, which we have not done in this
work. The absolute calibration of the LOFAR antennas is
performed in [11]. Extracting intensities (and even polari-
zation) of a source is considerably simplified if it is
assumed that the source is pointlike, emitting a delta pulse
(flat frequency spectrum over our frequency range), and
linearly polarized, however, such an analysis falls outside
the scope of the present work.

D. Determining the location of maximal intensity

Figure 2 shows a typical intensity profile for a time slice
of 10 μs. For this particular one, the coordinates of the
image cube have been chosen such that the peak intensity is
at the center. Generally this is, of course, not the case. The
procedure used to determine the position of the maximum
is discussed in this section. Besides the main maximum
there are several secondary maxima, due to so-called side
beams, a well-known feature in interferometric imaging.
The positions and intensities of these side beams are
determined by the antenna configuration. The LOFAR
irregular lattice of antennas suppresses the intensities of
these side beams to a large extent. Secondary maxima could
also be due to background noise or due to multiple sources
in the same time slice. It is straightforward to determine the
voxel with maximal intensity. To reach an intervoxel
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FIG. 3. A comparison of the images for section “NL-B1” from a negative leader of flash B (see Table I) as obtained by the impulsive
imager [panels (a)] and the TRI-D imager [panels (b)] using the X dipoles from LOFAR. The boxes on the right indicate the enlarged
volume for Fig. 4(a).
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accuracy, we have implemented two interpolation proce-
dures, quadratic and barycentric interpolation.

(i) Quadratic: The intensity of the voxels around the
voxel with the maximum intensity are fit with a
paraboloid,

Ipðx⃗Þ ¼ I0 þ
X
i

�
1

2
Aix2i þ Bixi

�
þ
X
i<j

Ri;jxixj;

ð2Þ

where xi is the ith grid coordinate, i ¼ 1, 2, 3.
The coefficients I0, Ai, and Ri;j are fitted to the
grid points bordering the maximum. The intervoxel
maximum x⃗p is taken at the point where the
paraboloid reaches its maximum.

(ii) Barycentric: The barycentric maximum is calcu-
lated as

x⃗b ¼
X
x⃗

½ðIðx⃗Þ − IThÞx⃗�=
X
x⃗

½ðIðx⃗Þ − IThÞ�; ð3Þ

where the sum runs over all voxels with an intensity
exceeding the threshold value ITh. This threshold is
taken as I0=1.2 (where I0 is the maximum voxel
intensity) or the largest value of a voxel on the outer
surface of the grid, whichever is larger.

When there are many active sources in small area, the
barycentric interpolation will yield some weighted average
position, while the quadratic interpolation yields the posi-
tion of the strongest source. It is observed that the details of
intensity surface are complicated with small ripples (order
10% in intensity over distances of 20 m depending on the
source location) likely due to side beams. These ripples
make the quadratic interpolation unstable for a coarse grid.
Using barycentric interpolation, these ripples are efficiently
averaged yielding a properly interpolated maximum. The
examples shown in Sec. III use a fine grid, and for this
reason the quadratic interpolation is used.

III. NEGATIVE LEADERS

As an example of the possibilities offered by the new
TRI-D imager we apply it to some normal negative leaders.
These are selected as their structure is assumed to be
relatively simple, and one thus obtains a good insight into
the intrinsic accuracy of the TRI-D imager. We use two
negative leaders from each of two flashes, flash A occurring
on April 24, 2019 at 21∶30∶56.221 UTC and flash B on
August 14, 2020 at 14∶14∶58.669 UTC. These times are
taken as t ¼ 0 for each flash. We show an enlarged view of
the fine structure of one negative leader of flash B and
statistics for all four negative leaders.
The location of the two flashes with respect to the

LOFAR core is shown in Fig. 1. Both flashes have been
imaged using the impulsive imager, where flash A was

reported on in [8,21] and flash B in [22]. For the impulsive
imager all stations are used, including those marked in red
in Fig. 1, while for TRI-D imaging we have excluded these
stations because they are at a distance larger than 50 km
from the LOFAR core. This limit on distance is taken since
for further distances the signal becomes weak, or the spread
in angles to the source too large. For flash B, also station
RS208, RS508, and RS307 were excluded since for these
the phase stability for selected pulses could not be shown,
see Sec. II C.
The sections of the negative leaders, which we will use

for the discussion in this work, are given in Table I. In
Sec. III Awe show that, while the image quality on a large
scale may be somewhat better for the TRI-D imager
as compared to the impulsive imager, this does not out-
weigh the additional effort in CPU power. As is shown in
Sec. III B, the true strength of the TRI-D imager lies in
resolving fainter sources, while keeping good time reso-
lution. Another strong point of the TRI-D imager is that it is
complete in the sense that it will locate all sources with a
strength exceeding the background in the image-cube with
only minor caveats. The impulsive imager is, in this respect,
much less complete since the located sources are not
restricted by the small image cube (which can also be
an advantage) and, furthermore, need to be well separated
from earlier and later sources. The completeness of the
TRI-D-imaged sources allows to analyze the VHF-intensity
spectrum, as discussed in Sec. III C.

A. Larger scale structures

Interferometric imaging is rather expensive. For the
present implementation, it typically takes half a day on a
single CPU to produce an TRI-D image of a volume of
about 1 km3 for a trace of 0.3 ms, while it takes about one
hour to image a section of 100 ms of a flash with the
impulsive imager, however, since the interferometric im-
aging code can easily be paralleled, this problem may not
be as constraining at it appears. Both estimates are for a
typical LOFAR configuration with a few hundred antennas.
In Fig. 3 the results of the two imaging procedures are
compared for a section of about 1 km of a negative leader
from flash B. This represents only a small section of the full
flash that covers an area of the order 25 × 10 km2 and is
active for 2 s. For the TRI-D image [Fig. 3(b)], only strong
sources (I > 30 gb) are plotted resulting in 399 sources,

TABLE I. The negative leader sections that are used for further
analysis.

Flash Leader Time (ms) North (km) East (km) Height (km)

A NL-A1 170–178 21–23 18–20 2.5–3.5
A NL-A2 177–182 21–23 21–22 3.–3.5
B NL-B1 238–245 −25– − 25 37–38 5.3–5.8
B NL-B2 540–552 −34– − 34 36–37 4.9–5.5
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while the quality cuts on the impulsive image [Fig. 3(a)]
leaves 159 sources. The two imaging methods are subject
to different systematic and statistical uncertainties and have
a different resolution. One should, therefore, focus on
general structures and not on individual points and as is
seen from Fig. 3, there is no significant difference between
the two. The sources in the TRI-D image show in the plane
view a bit less scatter than those from the impulsive imager,
while in the vertical direction the scatter is reduced by at
least a factor 2. Future work will have to show if this
improvement is due to the particular location of this leader,
with respect to the LOFAR stations, or if it is more general.
We observe that the received coherent power integrated

over 0.3 ms for a section of a negative leader of flash A,
located at the NE of the array, is about twice as large for the
Y dipoles as it is for the X dipoles. For flash B (at the SE of
the core) the intensity ratio is reversed. This is due to the
azimuth-angle dependence of the antenna gain. For sources
in the NE, horizontally polarized radiation is recorded
almost exclusively in the Y dipoles with a gain (in power)
that is about a factor 2 larger than that for vertical

polarization recorded exclusively by the X dipoles in this
configuration, while for sources in the SE the ratio is
reversed. The observed asymmetry in the response of the
two dipoles is thus not an indication of a strong polarization
of the emitted VHF radiation.

B. Detailed view of a negative leader

The strength of TRI-D imaging is shown in Fig. 4, where
enlargements are made at two different levels on the leader
track shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4(a) shows in color the
stronger TRI-D sources (I > 30 gb) only, while for the
enlarged Fig. 4(b) all TRI-D sources with an intensity I >
0.3 gb (i.e., with a strength below the noise level of a single
antenna) are shown.
One aspect evident from Fig. 4 is that our imaging

accuracy is very directional dependent, as was remarked
already in Sec. II A. Sources occurring in a narrow time
window, i.e., have the same color, show a much larger
spread in the (R̂) direction [radially outward from the core
at (0,0), indicated by the black arrow on the plane view of
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FIG. 4. Side a shows an enlargement on a section of the negative leader shown in Fig. 3. The sources found by the impulsive imager
(44 sources) are indicated by black open circles and in color those from TRI-D with a I > 30 gb (99 sources). The arrow indicates the
radial direction and points to the core of LOFAR. Side (b) shows an even further enlargement on one particular burst, corresponding to
the rectangular boxes in (a), as imaged using TRI-D with an intensity threshold of I > 0.3 gb showing 153 sources. In light (darker) grey
the more intense TRI-D sources are shown that fall after (before) the time frame of the plot. The area of the circles is proportional to the
intensity for the colored strong sources.
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Fig. 4(a)] than in the transverse direction, about a factor 10
difference.
Figure 4 shows clearly that the real strength of TRI-D

imaging lies in its ability to image the finer details of a
flash. The time-colored sources in Fig. 4(a) are obtained
through TRI-D imaging, while the sources marked by black
circles have been found using the impulsive imager, using
the same quality and interferometric-intensity cuts as in
Fig. 3 for both. The top panel clearly shows that also this
leader has a distinct burst structure that is typical for
negative leader propagation and was analyzed extensively
in [19]. Figure 4(b) shows an enlargement on the burst
indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 4(a). The size of the
colored circles reflects source intensity. The limit on the
intensity has been decreased to 0.3 gb, well below the noise
level in the reference antenna, which is the reason that
many more sources show (a total of 254 for the enlarged
section). As is to be expected, the positioning accuracy of
the weaker sources is less, and they thus show more scatter,
in particular, in the radial direction. The grey sources in the
right panels mark the positions of intense TRI-D-imaged
sources that fall outside the imaged time span of 241.65–
241.75 ms used for the colored sources. The earlier sources
are darker grey (at time t < 241.31 ms) and the lighter ones
occur later than the colored sources (at t > 241.89 ms). For
all grey sources, the dot size is constant.
In the plane view of Fig. 4(b) the leader propagates from

the lower left corner to the middle right, i.e., from the dark
grey dots to the light grey ones. The height vs time panel,
the top of Fig. 4(b), shows that the burst itself has a very
distinct structure, starting with some intense sources, the
corona burst itself, followed by weaker sources with a
decreasing density. From the plane view, the bottom panel,
it is seen that they follow the propagation direction of the
leader, as expected for streamers ensuing from a corona
burst. One may even distinguish a double burst, one starting
with sources in orange at t ¼ 241.662 ms and one in
burgundy maroon starting 0.014 ms later. As discussed
in the following paragraph, the spread of the sources in the
radial direction is probably showing the imaging accuracy
of the TRI-D imager.
The imaging accuracy is very direction dependent, and

the point-spread function is not a simple ellipsoid because
of the sparse distribution of LOFAR stations. Some idea of
imaging accuracy can be obtained from the actual distri-
bution of sources found in the mapping procedure. From
the excessive spread of the points in the radial direction
(almost perpendicular to the propagation direction of the
negative leader), we conclude that the imaging quality may
be considerably worse in this direction, and it thus cannot
be seen if the streamer activity occurs in a narrow forward
cone or in a broad fanned-out structure. The propagating
ionization front has a width (in the propagation direction)
of less than 5 m, which is about the locating accuracy we
reach for these small intensity sources. The streamers from

the flash took 100 μs to propagate over a distance of about
20 m. The average velocity is about 2 × 105 m=s, but it can
be seen that the velocity of the streamers has dropped
considerably towards the end of their reach. At this
distance, the following corona burst starts, as indicated
by the light grey dots, some 160 μs after this burst ceases to
show a VHF emission.
The structure shown in Fig. 4(b) is general for all bursts

we see on the two negative leader sections we have
investigated for flash B. All bursts start with some strong
sources and many weaker sources, where the number
decreases in time. After 100 μs this has decreased to about
the background level and the next burst occurs not more
than 0.5 ms later at the furthest distance, where streamer
activity was observed from the previous flash. For the time
period between the end of one burst and the start of the
next, the area is VHF quiet, and we detect only background
fluctuations.
The observed structure is very reminiscent of what is

observed for high altitude negative leaders (HANL) in [22]
using the impulsive imager. The main difference is that
HANL step length covers a few 100 m, while it is only a few
10 m in the present case. In the case of HANL a filament
structure could be distinguished. At the end of the reach of
these filaments, new corona bursts were seen to occur, a
considerable time after the filament activity had died away.
A possible mechanism is that in the corona burst some

poorly conductive channels (streamers) are formed that stop
propagating when a maximal range is reached. Charge,
however, continues to move along these streamers to
accumulate at the end point. After a certain time, probably
depending on conductivity and steamer length, the accumu-
lated charge is sufficient for a breakdown creating the
following corona burst. This would involve a process that
may be similar to the stepping seen in laboratory when
voltage changes linearly [12]. In the current standard picture
for the steppingprocess, a space stemgrows towards the head
of the negative leader, where upon contact charge flows
towards the outer end of the space stem, heating the space
stem to become a leader, and initiating a following corona
burst. In such a picture one would expect some VHF
emission from the space stem when the sudden increase in
(negative) charge causes a sudden drop in its potential. In this
initial work we see absolutely no evidence for this process,
which needs to be investigated further in future work.
The spatial development of corona bursts could not be

distinguished as well on the negative leaders for flash A,
although it is seen for some. This might be related to the
fact that the investigated negative leaders for flash A are at a
lower altitude than for flash B. Combined with the
observations in [22], this would support a strong altitude
dependence of the stepping process, as was already
suggested in [23–25]. We will investigate the occurrence
of corona bursts in a future, more extensive, study of
negative leaders using TRI-D imaging.
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C. Intensity spectrum

The impulsive imager can reconstruct the source location
of a pulse only when it is clearly distinct in the time trace. In
practice this means that only for the strongest pulses
the source locations can be reconstructed, and the
reconstruction efficiency drops rapidly with pulse density.
This imaging efficiency is difficult to quantify. Since the
TRI-D imager does not rely on pulse finding, the spectrum
slicing is independent of the pulse structure; the efficiency
for reconstructing the source locations of the received
intensity is almost 100% for sources in the image cube,
with the provision that at most a single source position can
be reconstructed within the time frame of a slice. In practice
this means that (almost) all sources are reconstructed when
the density of sources in time is less than the inverse of the
slicing time. Another provision is that there should be no
strong sources in the vicinity of the image cube since,
otherwise, the images are blurred by the side beams from
these strong sources. This completeness of the spectrum
allows for an analysis of the intensity spectrum.
The distribution of the interferometric source intensities

(number of sources per unit intensity and see Sec. II C for
the intensity calibration) is given in Fig. 5 using a slicing
time of 100 ns, where the errors are taken as

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
. The

distributions are calculated for the four negative leader
sections listed in Table I. The interferometry analysis is
performed separately for the X and Y dipoles that have
different orientations and thus different polarization sensi-
tivities. The extracted distributions are very similar for the
two dipoles, and only the results for the Y-dipole analysis
is given in Fig. 5. The plotted distributions have been
normalized (by dividing by a factor F ¼ NtITh, where Nt is
the total number of sources in the distribution, and ITh is the
threshold for including sources) to express the similarity for
the different leaders more clearly. Additionally, the plotted
distributions have been scaled by the square of the intensity
in order to emphasize smaller details. The factor F is

chosen such that a perfect inverse square power-law
dependence will show as a horizontal line at unity.
The intensity distributions for the four negative leader

sections are all very similar as is shown in Fig. 5. The
distributions follow a power law, and to guide the eye an
I−1.8 dependence, where I is expressed in units of gb, is
shown by the black line. Note that because of the
multiplication by I2 the line displayed in the figure still
slopes up, even though NðIÞ is falling steeply with
intensity. At smaller intensities, the distributions saturate
and even drop off to zero because at most a single source,
the strongest, is located per time slice of 0.1 μs. The weaker
sources are therefore “masked” by the stronger ones, and
the power spectrum is no longer complete. The main
differences between the distributions show in the saturation
at small intensities and is related to the measured power.
The measured power depends on the altitude of the source,
as well as the distance, see Sec. II B for a discussion, and
differs for X- and Y dipoles. At the largest intensities there
are signs of a dropoff in the power law, however, this may
also be due to limited statistics.
To account for the suppression at small intensities, we fit

the normalized distributions NðIÞ with a modified power
law, see Eq. (4). as follows:

NðIÞ ¼ N I−αe−γ=I; ð4Þ

where I is expressed in units of gb. The last factor,
dependent on γ, suppresses the distribution at small
amplitudes in good agreement with the data. The values
for the fitted normalization N , the power α, and the small-
intensity suppression factor γ are given in Table II for four
negative leader sections given in Table I and the two
different dipoles.
The fitted powers α are almost the same for all eight cases.

The main differences are seen in the values for γ, indicating
that for flash A the Y dipoles have a larger gain than the X
dipoles, while for flash B the situation is reversed, see the
discussion in Sec. III A. Since flash A occurs closer to the

TABLE II. The values for the normalization N , the power α,
and the small-intensity suppression coefficient γ in Eq. (4) as
extracted for fits to the intensity distributions for the four negative
leader sections listed in Table I. Separate analyses are made for
the X and Y dipoles.

Leader Nt ITh (gb) N α γ

NL-A1-Y 31172 2. 0.88 1.76 1.49
NL-A1-X 25454 2. 0.89 1.79 1.04
NL-A2-Y 23873 2. 0.85 1.75 1.24
NL-A2-X 19638 2. 0.87 1.78 1.09
NL-B1-Y 9338 .3 1.3 1.85 0.110
NL-B1-X 12684 .3 1.0 1.81 0.135
NL-B2-Y 21207 .3 1.3 1.88 0.102
NL-B2-X 29793 .3 1.5 1.90 0.220
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FIG. 5. Distribution of source intensities (see text for further
explanation) for the four negative leaders sections given in
Table I. The analysis shown is using the Y dipoles only. A
power-law dependence is shown to guide the eye.
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core, the γ coefficients for flash A are all larger than those for
B. In a future work we will investigate the extent of the
power-law dependence in more detail, in particular, if this
applies to all parts of the flash and the cutoff in the power law,
which one would expect at the highest intensities since the
total radiated energy should not diverge.
It is interesting to note that power-law dependencies

appear in a wide range of natural and manmade phenom-
ena, such as solar flares, earthquakes, and terrorist attacks
[26–29]. Power laws often imply that there is no natural
scale or size to the system since a power-law distribution is
scale invariant. On the other hand, for negative leaders, it
is surprising to observe a power-law distribution since one
is dealing with a process where many scales enter, such as
the length scale that is given by the stepping length, the
time scale set by the stepping time, or the scale set by the
total charge in the leader tip.
A power-law dependence has also been observed in less

complete spectral data [30], using the data from the
impulsive imager, where an unbiased intensity spectrum
could be obtained for the 10% most intense sources.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Time resolved interferometric 3D-imaging gives an
unprecedented insight in the finer dynamics of lightning
propagation. Using hundreds of antennas with baselines of
up to 100 km allows to image the more weakly emitting
structures with (a better than) 10 m scale precision. The
TRI-D imaging procedure should be considered comple-
mentary to the impulsive imager presented in [8] that builds
an image by locating the sources of single, reasonably well
isolated, pulses in the spectrum. The impulsive imager can
efficiently image the complete flash while the TRI-D-
imager allows to image much fainter aspects of the flash, as
well as a somewhat improved locating accuracy, however,
at the expense of being much more CPU intensive.
As a first exploratory application of TRI-D imaging, we

have applied it to observe the finer details of negative leader
bursts and imaged the temporal and spatial development of
a corona burst. We show that it expands up to the distance
where the flash of the following step starts. In addition we
show that the intensities of VHF pulses emitted by negative
leaders follow an almost perfect inverse-square power law
extending to the largest intensities. Each of these subjects
requires a much more in-depth analysis, which we plan for
forthcoming publications.

In spite of the unprecedented possibilities of the present
method to study the fine dynamics of lightning, there are
still several aspects where the method should be improved.
A minor improvement would be to optimize the antenna-
weighting scheme discussed in Sec. II B or implement a
more sophisticated construction of the position of the
maximum (or maxima), see Sec. II D. An important
improvement is foreseen by fully accounting for the
antenna function, which will allow for a combined analysis
of the signals of the X and Y dipoles. This will remove the
condition on a relatively small azimuth-angle range, see
Sec. II C, but most importantly, this will give access to the
direction of the electrical current moment in the VHF
source and allow the implementation of a true deconvolu-
tion of the beam structure. This makes it possible to
reconstruct the physical extent of the source region and,
in its simplest form, to locate multiple sources per window.
The data are available from the LOFAR Long Term

Archive (for access see [31]). The source code used for
TRI-D imaging can be found at [32,33]. All figures in this
work have been made using the Graphics Layout Engine
[34] plotting package.
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